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MAHATMA GANDHI, Fighting for Indian Independence (Rebels with a Cause)
Author: Eileen Lucas
Nonfiction - grades 6-12
Enslow Publishing
August 15, 2017
Compelling biography tracing the evolution of Mohandas K. Gandhi as he forged the philosophy of Satyagraha, first against the background of racism in South Africa and then in the struggle for Indian independence. Learn about the Mahatma, “GREAT SOUL in peasant’s garb,” and his philosophy of truth and nonviolence.

ARE WE PEARS YET?
Author: Miranda Paul
Illustrator: Carin Berger
Picture book - ages 3-8
Neal Porter Books/Roaring Brook Press (Macmillan Children’s)
September 19, 2017
ISBN: 9781626723511
The stage is set! Watch two pear seeds endure the long journey of growing up to bear fruit in this hilarious and informational picture book.

MOST PEOPLE
Author: Michael Leannah
Illustrator: Jennifer E. Morris
Picture book - ages 3-7
Tilbury House
August 15, 2017
ISBN: 978-0884485544
Young children hear adults talking, they see things on TV, and they’re left thinking that the world is filled with bad and dangerous people. Yes, children need to be careful of strangers, but they also need to know that most people are good, kind, and helpful.

WALLY WANTS TO HUG
Author: Barbara Joosse
Illustrator: Rebecca Ashdown
Picture book - ages 4-8
little bee books
June 6, 2017
ISBN: 978-1499804041
Wally, a boa constrictor, LOVES HUGS! But at school, his friends won’t let him hug them. Why not?

THE GREAT PASTA ESCAPE
Author: Miranda Paul
Illustrator: Javier Joaquín
Picture book - ages 3-8
little bee books
August 29, 2017
ISBN: 9781499804805
Join a ragtag group of pasta as they learn to work together and complete the greatest escape of their lives!

SAIL AWAY DRAGON
Author: Barbara Joosse
Illustrator: Randy Schorr
Picture book - Preschool to grade 2
Candlewick
October 2017
ISBN: 978-0763673130
Dragon and Girl make their way to the far-est Far Away. Despite troubles, with Dragon as boat and Girl as crew, there’s nothing--nothing!--they can’t do.

REBELS & REVOLUTIONS: Real Tales of Radical Changes in America
Author: Judy Dodge Cummings
MG narrative nonfiction
Nomad Press
August 15, 2017
ISBN: 978-1619305519
Throughout American history, people who worked to radically change society have been criticized, arrested, and even killed. Readers ages 9 to 12 meet five firebrands who used muskets and marches, boycotts and lawsuits in their struggle for justice.

CIVIL WAR: The Conflict Between the States
Author: Judy Dodge Cummings
Illustrator: Sam Carbaugh
Nonfiction - ages 12-15
Nomad Press
December 15, 2017
ISBN: 978-1619306066
Follow the footsteps of two young men from opposite sides of the Civil War who fought for similar reasons. Youth ages 12-15 will analyze documents to investigate slavery’s role in causing the war, evaluate the impact of patriotic music, design battlefield fortifications, and construct prosthetic limbs as they learn about this pivotal conflict in American history.

GANGBANGER
Author: Jill Van Den Eng
Young Adult
Solstice Publishing
November 15, 2016
ISBN: 1625264798
Five friends, together forever. One deadly mistake.

JERUSALEM RISING: ADAH’S JOURNEY
Author: Barbara M. Britton
Young Adult
Harbourlight Books
December 1, 2017
When Adah volunteers to rebuild Jerusalem’s wall, she soon discovers not all of Judah’s enemies lie outside the crumbling rocks.

GREAT ESCAPES: REAL TALES OF HARROWING GETAWAYS
Author: Judy Dodge Cummings
MG narrative nonfiction
Nomad Press
August 15, 2017
ISBN: 978-1619306165
History is ripe with examples of people desperate to break out of the traps that snare them. Readers ages 9 to 12 meet five ingenious fugitives and freedom seekers who all shared one common goal: escape.
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